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For many organizations, mixed learning means transforming a one-media training program into a multimedia event. At Christensen/Roberts Solutions, this means much more: This means building a connected training net and workplace knowledge sources and performance tools. Learning that starts in the classroom extends to the workplace, where it can be
used effectively. Learning becomes an ongoing process. Learning becomes an achievement. Blended learning is an effective option if learning takes some time in personal, learner-teacher settings, as well as continuous learning and confirmation at work. C/R Solutions has developed effective mixed learning programs to train and support different
management and sales tasks, including performance management team development technology project management branch office management weather training sales at the executive level These blended learning solutions employ a wide range of elements including animated system presentations, action mazes, simulations (software and decision
making), knowledge bases, knowledge sharing, performance support tools, classroom-based education, eLearning/web-based training, live and archived webcasts, video presentations, recorded slide presentations, and Flash animations. Sample Projects Copyright 2011 Christensen/Roberts Solutions A newly hired employee at the Public Works Department
marveled at his supervisor when he painted four miles of yellow lines on the road on the first day. But the next day, he only painted two miles, and on the third, he painted only a mile. When asked why his productivity had dropped, he replied: The further I go down the road, the further away I get from the paint bucket. Most training events like paint bucketsthey're ultimately useless if you can't get your knowledge with you back to work. Security Red Alert is a privately owned, professional and trusted SIA approved company. At our Head Office in London, we handle security operations throughout London and the UK with CCTV, Alarm Control Systems, Entry and Door Control Systems, Intruder Alarms, Fire
Alarms, Fire Extinguishers and Man Guarding. The most important place to get a full security in your own home. Protecting yourself no matter what size your business is running, your security will always be a major concern in one of the most dangerous and devastating threats to your home or business fire. Fire Costs edge Security Red Alert now put all their
expertise in security and management in order to provide an all-comprehensive facilities management service that provides the exhaustive service with the least possible disruption to the customer and business as possible. Security Red Alert is now also able to offer construction work as part of its facilities management portfolio. When outsourcing facilities
for us we offer safety, logistics, maintenance, cleaning and repair, including construction. Whatever the reason you need facilities to manage you will need power. Security Red Alert's facility management service includes wiring and power generation as part of the service they provide. If you have a large space to handle, whether it's a one-time event or party,
a construction site or particularly vulnerable building is important to be able to fence them, ensuring the safety of those inside, and that intruders are kept away. If your home or office doesn't feel as safe as it should, you need a company that can help. At Security Red Alert, we can help you increase your security. We design, install, service and maintain
domestic and commercial safety systems and offer fire risk assessment. From traditional burglar alarms to the latest wireless security systems, you'll find everything you need to keep your home or office safe. We can help you sleep more easily because of us: We have over 15 years of experience in service throughout London and surrounding area M25
Specialize in all types of door access systems With quality installation service available 24 hours a day at Security RED ALERT we ensure you can demonstrate compliance with UK or European standards. Therefore, the SSAIB approves us. The Code of Conduct or related criteria for SSAIB systems are independently evaluated and monitored by the UK
Accreditation Service (UKAS). As employers we care about the following social responsibility: - Health and safety equal opportunities quality services environmentally friendly. We at Security Red Alert are concerned about your security so we try our best to provide you with everything that makes your community a safer place. Who better to tell me about
crime and crime prevention than the policeman himself? ASK THE POLICE??? crime prevention counselling. 2000+ people put their trust in CCTV, What about you? You?
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